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This project was meant to bring to light the names and     

circumstances of individuals not previously indexed. In 

over 3,000 chancery cases reviewed, a total of 3,990 

names of enslaved individuals have been noted and made 

accessible to researchers. 



How it all got started:  

While tasked with a project to label each Chancery document with its file 

number, I couldn’t help but read them... 



And what I read made me 

ask questions. 



After asking the manager my questions, we determined these names had 

not been indexed. 



Per the last will and testament of Mahlon Baldwin, Jane an enslaved 

woman, and Gilmore her son were to be freed at the time of Mahlon  

Gilmore’s death. Once Gilmore reached the age of 21, he was to be the 

sole beneficiary of the estate. Per the answer of John T. Ross, Mahlon     

Baldwin’s executor, it was suggested that Gilmore was the son of 

Mahlon Baldwin, and rightful heir. Complaint states that the decedent 

was not in his right mind at the time the will was issued. 

Heirs of Mahlon Baldwin vs John T. Ross Executor 

CH 1866-008 

 



Bill of Complaint                CH 1866-008 



Last Will and Testament of Mahlon Baldwin       CH 1866-008 



Answer of Jane Toliver                    CH 1866-008 



Answer of John T. Ross              CH 1866-008 



Joseph Conard vs Abner Conard, Administrator of Mary Conard 

CH 1860-015 

Per complaint, the administrator of Mary Conard’s estate requested the 

sale of an enslaved person, with proceeds to be divided amongst heirs. 

Per a newspaper article included in the file, an announcement of the sale 

took place listing the enslaved individual as 52 years old. Notes included 

in the file from the heirs of Mary Conard, gave up their shares of the sale 

to Joseph Douglas, a colored man. A note within the file from Joseph 

Douglas, the highest bidder at the crying sale for $355.00, requested that 

the court emancipate Betty. 



Bill of Complaint                CH 1860-015 



Answer of Jonathan T. Conard           CH 1860-015 



Newspaper Ad for the sale                    CH 1860-015 



Notes from the heirs of mary conard           CH 1860-015 



Request of Joseph Douglas to the court       CH 1860-015 



Indexes may be found on the Historic Records webpage under Historic Records Indexes 


